CHER YL L. RESCH

ABLATION MODELS OF THERMAL
PROTECTION MATERIALS
Two materials have shown promise as thermal insulation for future missile rocket motor cases. These
materials , DC 93-104 and Aflas, ablate and/or pyrolyze at temperatures encountered during flight.
Because these reactions use energy, they cool the insulation when they occur. To calculate the temperature
of the insulation, thermal and chemical effects must be considered. This article describes thermal,
pyrolysis, and ablation models created for the two materials and validates the models using experimental
data.

INTRODUCTION
Faster speeds and longer flight times of future missiles
require external thermal protection of rocket motor cases
to prevent excessive propellent temperatures. Results
from an investigation to determine the best material to
meet mi ss il e constraints of weight, volume, handling ,
storage, thermal conductivity, ablation, processing, and
cost indicate that DC 93- 104 and Aflas are promising as
external insulation materials for future rocket motor cases . 1 The DC 93 -1 04 material is a silicone e lastomeric
ab lative material manufactured by Dow Corning, and
Aflas is a fluorine/carbon sol id manufactured by Mosites
Rubber Company. Both of these materials pyrolyze and/
or ablate at temperatures and heat fluxes expected for
rocket motor applications.
In addition to heat transfer by conduct ion, convection,
and radiation , heat generation or absorption due to a
chemical reaction of the material must be modeled. Figure 1 is a schematic of an ablating material. As the
material is heated, the original virgin material pyrolyzes
and yields a pyrolysis gas that percolates to the surface. 2
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(Pyrolysis is a chemical reaction brought about by heat.)
After pyrolysis, a porous residue, or char, is left. The
surface of the char layer may then recede, a process
known as ablation. This ablation model is one-dimensional. The different layers of material are sp lit into
nodes, and a finite-difference approach is used to calculate the temperature change through the depth of the
syste m as modeled in Figure I. Surface shear is not
accounted for in this mode l.

CALCULATION OF SURFACE
THERMOCHEMISTRY TABLES
The first requirement of an ablation model is the deve lopment of surface the rmochemistry tables: temperature and enthalpy versus pressure, pyrolysis gas flow rate,
and char rate for the surface gases. The surface thermochemistry tables consist partially of the temperature versus ab lation rate. Figure 2 is a temperature versus ablation rate curve showing the three oxidation regimes of a
surface. The normalized ablation rate {J' is defined as
hm' where
is the mass flow rate of char from the
surface, and hm is the mass transfer coefficient (similar
to the convection heat transfer coefficient). The lowertemperature exponential region of the curve is the reac-
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Schematic of heat and mass transfer for an ablating

Figure 2. Normalized ablation rate ((3') versus temperature
calculated for Aflas.
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tion-rate-controlled or kinetic regime, the flat region of
the curve is the diffusion-controlled regime, and the
higher-temperature exponential region of the curve is the
sublimation regime. In the diffusion-controlled regime,
the oxidation of the surface material is sto ichiometric. In
the kinetic regime, more oxygen reacts than in the stoichiometric part, whereas in the sublimation reg ime, less
oxygen reacts.
The Aerotherm chemical eq uilibrium (ACE) software program 3 calculates the thermodynamic state (temperature and pressure) of the surface gases in eq uilibrium
for the diffusion and sublimation regimes. The temperature and enthalpy are calculated as a function of
pressure, the dimensionless pyrolysis gas flow rate ~:
(~~ = rho I hm' where rna is the pyrolysis gas flow rate),
and the "'dimensionless ablation rate ~'. In the ACE program, the mass transfer coefficient is ass umed to be equal
to the convection heat transfer coefficient. Thus, the AC E
program calculates the thermodynamic state as a function
of pressure, pyrolysis gas flow rate, char rate, and heat
transfer rate. Inputs to the AC E program are the composition of the gas flowing over the surface, the composition
of the pyrolysis gas, the composition of the char, and the
specific heat versus temperature for each species (e.g. ,
CO, H 20, and CO2) expected to be created at the surface
during the pyrolysis and ablation of the material. The ACE
program uses the law of conservation of mass, the boundary-layer energy equation , and boundary-layer species
conservation to calculate temperature and enthalpy as a
function of pressure, pyrolysis gas flow rate , char rate ,
and heat transfer rate, g iven specific heat values and
compositions of surface gases.
For the kinetic regime, the Naval Ordnance Test Station (NOTS ) software program 4 calculates enthalpy under
equilibrium conditions when given temperature, pressure, and the norm alized ablation rate. The normalized
ablation rate is determined from the assumed kinetics,
chosen by considering the endpoint of the diffusion-controlled regime g iven by the ACE program, the material
ablation temperature, and the fact that the curve shou ld
be exponential.

DC 93-104 ABLATION MODEL
For the ablation model of DC 93-104, the gas flowing
over the surface was air composed of 78 % nitrogen and
22% oxygen by mass. The pyrolysis gas composition was
calculated from the elemental analysis of the virgin
material, along with the measured weight loss in converting from the virgin material to the char. The pyrolysis gas
was assumed to consist of only carbon and hydrogen. s Its
elemental composition was found to be 32% hydrogen
and 68 % carbon by mass, and its molecular composition
was evaluated by the ACE program. The char compos ition
was calculated by subtracting the composition of the
pyrolysis gas from that of the virgin material. The char
composition was 0.22% hydrogen, 21.40% carbon,
35.71 % oxygen, and 42.67 % silicon by mass. Twenty
species were selected to be created during the ablation
of the materia1. s
The char properties were measured on a char sample
sim ilar to that created on a rocket motor in flight. Table 1
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Table 1. Specific heat and thermal conductivity values of virgin
and char DC 93-104 at various temperatures.

Temperature (OR)

Specific heat Thennal conductivity
[B tu/(lb· OR)] [IO- s Btu/(ft·s· oR)]

560
760
960

Virgin DC 93-104
0.300
0.330
0.350

660
960
1210
1460
1710
1960
2460
2960
3460

Char DC 93- 104
0.275
0.275
0.304
0.333
0.347
0.360
0.373
0.383
0.392

7.4
6.3
5.1
14.8
15.7

16.9
17.8
18.5
19.1
20.2
20.3
20.3

shows specific heat and thermal conductivity values of
v irgin and char DC 93-104 at various temperatures. (Data are
from Ref. 5 and from a letter with attaclunents from G. W.
Driggers, Southern Research Institute, to L. B. Weckesser, JHU/APL , 20 Sep 1979.) The heats of formation of
the virgin DC 93-104, char, and pyrolysis gas were necessary for the model and were found to be -5000 , -4000,
and -978 Btu/(lb· oR), respectively. The DC 93 -104
material was modeled as having a three-component decomposition because different components of the material began to ablate at different temperatures. The resin
filler of DC 93-104 consisted of two of the components,
one that began to ablate at about 850 oR, and another that
began to ablate at about 1300 oR. The third component
was reinforcing material, and it began to ablate at about
1850oR. The resin components were assumed to be 50%
of the volume of the material, and the reinforcing material
was the other 50%. The weights of the two resin components were 4.56 and 25.38 lb per total cubic feet of
resin, and the density of the reinforcing material was
152.27 Ib/ft 3. Thus, the density of virg in DC 93 - 104 was
calculated as fo llows: 0.5(4.56 + 25.38) + 0.5(152.27) =
91 Ib/ft 3. The density change with time as the material
charred was assumed to be described by the empirical
Arrhenius rate equation:

where Pi is the initial den sity in pounds per cubic fee t,
Pr is the residual density in pounds per cubic feet, I/; is
the decompos ition reaction order, ~ is the pre-exponential
factor, the quotient EIR (in degrees Rankine) is the activation energy divided by the universal gas constant for
the surface gases, and T is the temperature in degrees
Rankine. The initial density was that of the virgin material, 91 lb/fe. The residual density was that of the char,
72 Ib/ft 3 . The density change with time was measured for
a high heating rate, which would be expected for the
rocket motor in flight. The values of EIR, 1/;, and ~ were
then calculated S using the density data. The char was
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assumed to consist of only reinforcing material. The
values of E/R, 1/;, and {J for the first resin material were
26,160 0R , 3.95, and 8.815 x 109 , respectively; for the
second resin material , 16,770 0R, 1.32, and 6.426 x 10 2 ,
respectively ; and for the reinforcing material , 52,640 0R ,
2.00, and 5.532 x lOll , respectively.

DC 93-104 TEST DESCRIPTION
The thermal model discussed previously was validated
by experiment. Figure 3 shows a schematic of the Atlantic
Research Corporation test setup. A silica phenolic shroud
surrounded the steel casing and insulation , creating an
annulus through which the gases flowed. Hot gases were
created using a liquid-fueled combustor. Excess oxygen
was added to the combusted ai r/fuel mixture so that it
would contain the same percentage of oxygen as air.
Since there was only 1.5 in . between the DC 93-104
material and the shroud , the material could see only the
shroud for nearly all of the 96-in. length of the annulu s.
The shroud was at about the same temperature as the DC
93-104, so essentially no radiation heat transfer occurred
between the DC 93-104 and its environment. Thermocouples were located on the steel motor casing at five positions along the axis of the annulu s; four thermocouples
were located at each axial position-at 0°,90°, 180°, and
270° from the top of the case-for a total of twenty
thermocouples. Each quarter of the casing had a different
insulation thickness. Four thermocouples measuring the
temperature of the gas in the annulus were located at the
inlet and two were located at the outlet. The temperatures
of th'e gases at variou s positions along the annulus were
determined by interpolating the inlet and outlet temperatures linearly. The mass flow rate was also measured
during the test. Measured mass flow rates (m) and temperatures were used to calcu late the temperature-based
heat transfer coefficient (h) using the equations for heat
transfer through an annu lus. 6 Two locations on the test
article were modeled for comparison: 3.0 in. aft of the
inlet, and 18.5 in. aft of the inl et.

DC 93-104 TEST RESULTS
Figure 4 compares the meas ured and calculated temperature histori es of the outer diameter of the steel case
at three positions cho sen for their different insulation
thicknes ses. Where the insulation was 0. 115 in. thick, the
model overpredicted the measured tempe rature of the
steel case at the end of the test by about 400R, or 20%
of the measured temperature ri se. Where the insulation
was 0.075 in. thick , the recorded thermocouple measurements increased to abo ut 2500 0R (not shown ) after 60 s,
indicating that the thermocouples possibly lost contact
with the case. At a test time of 60 s, the mode l underpredicted the temperature by abo ut 25 °R , or 15 % of the
measured temperature rise. Where the insulation was
0.048 in. thick , the model overpredicted the temperature
by about 70 0R, or 20% of the measured temperature ri se,
at a test time of 60 s. Because the thermocouple measurements rose quickly to a sharp peak and then rapidly
dropped off for the insulation thickness of 0.048 in. , the
measured temperature was suspected to be inaccurate
after a test time of about 65 s.

AFLAS ABLATION MODEL
Aflas is an ab lative, rubberlike material that ablates at
1300 0R without pyrolyzing or producing a layer of char.
Aflas is composed of 50.4% carbon, 45.8 % fluorine ,
3.1 % hydrogen , and 0.7 % nitrogen by mass . These percentages were used in the ACE and OTS programs to
create surface thermochemistry tables.
The ACE program calcu lates temperature and enthalpy
versus ablation rate for the diffusion-controlled (stoichiometric) and sublim at ion reg imes for a given pressure, as
di sc ussed earlier. For Aflas, the char composition used in
the ACE program was the same as the composition of the
virgin material because no char forms; nothing was input
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Figure 3. Schematic of Atlantic Research Corporati on test article to measure ablation of DC 93 -104. R = 13.4 in.
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Figure 4. Measured (sol id curves) and calculated (dashed curves)
outer temperatures of the steel case for DC 93-104 ablation test.
Black curves: insulation thickness of 0.048 in. , test article located
18.5 in . aft of the inlet and 270 0 from the top of the case ; blue
curves : ins ulation thickness of 0.075 in., test article located 3.0 in.
aft of the in let and 180 0 from the top of the case ; red curves:
insulation thickness of 0.115 in. , test article located 18.5 in. aft of
the inlet and 0 0 from the top of the case.
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for the pyrol ys is gas composition because the mate ri al
does not py rol yze . After these compositions were ente red
into the ACE program , equ ations for specifi c heat ve rsus
temperature we re input for each spec ies expected to be
created dur ing the abl ation of the materi al. 7
Fo r the kinetic regime, the NOTS program was used to
calc ulate enthalpy when g iven temperature, pres ure, and
the normalized abl ation rate under equilibrium ass umptions. Figure 2 shows the norm ali zed ablati on rate vers us
temperature for Afl as . For the kinet ic reg ime, the po in ts
were chosen by conside rin g the endpoint of the di ffusioncontrolled reg ime g iven by the ACE program, the material
abl ation temperature of 1600 o R, and the fac t that the
c urve should be ex ponenti al. The chosen po in ts were then
input to OTS to calc ul ate enth alpy.
Nex t, the spec ific heat and thermal conduct ivi ty values
of the Afl as at vari ous tempe rtures were needed. These
values are g iven in Tabl e 2. Atl antic Research Corporati on condu cted a full characterization of Af las. The density of Aflas is 99.5 Ib/ft\ as meas ured by a pyc nometer
at 530°R. The spec ifi c heat of Aflas was meas ured with
a di ffere nti al scanni ng calorimeter at a heating rate of
l 8°R/min in nitrogen fro m 582°R to 1077°R. The therm al
conductivity (k) of Aflas was determined fro m the measured values for therm al diffusivity (K), specific heat (C p)'
and density (p ) using the relationship k = KPC p'
Since Aflas ablates without producing a laye r of c har,
the Arrheniu s equation for the change in density of the
material as it chars does not apply here.
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Figure 5. Measured (solid curves) and calcu lated (dashed curves)
outer temperatures of th e steel case for Aflas ablation test. All data
are for a test article located 3.0 in. aft of the inlet. Black curves :
insu lation thickness of 0.06 in ., test article located 90° from the top
of the case ; blue curves : ins ulation th ickness of 0.09 in ., test article
located 0° from the top of th e case; red curves: insulation th ickness
of 0.15 in., test articl e located 180° from the top of the case .

1960 0 R (not show n), indicating thermocouple pro bl ems.
Wh ere the insul ation was 0.09 in . thick, the model overpred icted the temperat ure by about 38°R , or 12% of th e
meas ured temperature rise, at the end of the test. Wh ere
th e insul ati on was 0.06 in. thi ck, the model underpredicted the temperature by about 26°R , or 8% of the meas ured
temperature ri se, at th e tim e of th e last th erm oco up le
readin g at 35 s.

AFLASTESTRES ULTS

CONCLUSIONS

The Aflas model was validated by an experiment similar to that described prev iously fo r DC 93 -1 04. Fig ure
5 compares th e meas ured and calc ul ated temperature hi stori es of the o uter diamete r of the stee l case at th ree
position s chosen fo r the ir di ffe rent insulation thicknesses .
Wh ere the insul at ion was 0.15 in. thick , th e model
underpredi cted the meas ured tempe rature of the steel
case at a tes t time of 35 s by about 2 1°R , or 28% of the
meas ured temperature ri se. After 35 s, the recorded thermoco upl e meas urements became qui te large, about

Su itable abl ation models fo r DC 93 -104 and Afl as
were created using the charring materi als abl ation code.
The models were veri fied by comparing predi cti o ns with
test res ults at three locati ons on each of the two test
articles, each with di ffe rent in sul ati on thickn esses. Predicted an d meas ured tempe ratures vari ed by about
±20%. Thi s degree of acc uracy is adequate for helping
to choose whi ch abl atin g insul atio n material should be
used fo r a rocket motor.
M uch better abl ati on models wo uld result if the materials were better characteri zed by ex periment. The surface the rm ochemistry tables sho uld be verifi ed by thermal grav imetric analys is.

Table 2. Specific heat and the rmal conductivi ty values of Aflas at
various temperature s.
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